In the search and retrieval of multimedia objects, it is impractical to either manually or automatically extract the contents for indexing since most of the multimedia contents are not machine extractable, while manual extraction tends to be highly laborious and time-consuming. However, by systematically capturing and analyzing the feedback patterns of human users, vital information concerning the multimedia contents can be harvested for effective indexing and subsequent search. By learning from the human judgment and mental evaluation of users, effective search indices can be gradually developed and built up, and subsequently be exploited to find the most relevant multimedia objects. To avoid hovering around a local maximum, we apply the -greedy method to systematically explore the search space. Through such methodic exploration, we show that the proposed approach is able to guarantee that the most relevant objects can always be discovered, even though initially it may have been overlooked or not regarded as relevant. The search behavior of the present approach is quantitatively analyzed, and closed-form expressions are obtained for the performance of two variants of the -greedy algorithm, namely EGSE-A and EGSE-B. Simulations and experiments on real data set have been performed which show good agreement with the theoretical findings. The present method is able to leverage exploration in an effective way to significantly raise the performance of multimedia information search, and enables the certain discovery of relevant objects which may be otherwise undiscoverable.
I. INTRODUCTION
Effective search and retrieval of multimedia content has long been a challenging task, owing to the intrinsic complexity caused by the diversified heterogeneous modalities. The difficulty is further magnified by the increasingly expressive and intelligent searches that users attempt to perform. Compared to the conventional unambiguous query terms, such queries tend to be heuristic and multi-semantic in the pattern of natural languages, where contextual and implicit information can often play a significant part. Examples can be, "a song of jazz pop without saxophone" and "images of superbloom in California with humans wearing hats". The presence of user intent [1] - [3] therefore widens even more the semantic gap between low-level features and high-level semantics [4] - [6] in multimedia information retrieval (MIR).
To address the semantic gap in MIR, indexing technique empowered by user feedback patterns has led to a different yet promising direction [7] , [8] . Unlike content-based information retrieval, indexing in MIR is typically used with available textual metadata or implicit user information for efficient access. However, existing algorithms typically aim to retrieve multimedia objects from the search space purely based on their relevance to the proposed queries. With measures such as tfidf, objects indicated to be the most relevant are returned to form search results. The initial indexing thus plays a crucial role in the evolution of presented search results. As objects are ranked according to the index scores, those with initial large values tend to dominate the presented list, making it nearly impossible to discover hidden objects that are potentially of greater relevance. Meanwhile, the problem of local optimum also results in the failure to adapt search results to the latest user interests along with time.
In this paper, we move one step forward to address the aforementioned problems by balancing exploitation and exploration. The dilemma of exploitation and exploration is ubiquitous and has been widely studied in reinforcement learning (RL) and control systems [9] - [11] . Here, we are interested in the effective exploration in the context of index-based multimedia search that encapsulates mental judgment from users to capture high-level linguistic semantics. By learning from implicit user feedback, search indexes are built up to reflect the latest user intent and information needs, which can then be further exploited to uncover the most relevant objects. We aim to enable possible discovery of hidden relevant objects, where unfavorable initial indexes are bound with them, resulting in the failure of roll-out for selection. Specifically, we are interested in the worst case scenario that for a specific query, the ground-truth of most relevant objects are initially hidden due to inadequacies in initial indexes. By incorporating the -greedy algorithm [12] with index-based search methods, proactive exploration in the search space becomes possible, ensuring the exposure of objects of interest. In the meantime, current information is exploited to present satisfactory search results. Unlike entirely random methods that do not harness any useful information, we stress on the systematic evolution that achieves a balance between exploitation and exploration.
The main contributions of this work are as follows.
• We explore the problem of how to effectively perform exploration in index-based multimedia search methods. The goal here is not to devise new methodologies for MIR, but to instead balance exploitation and exploration within a widely-adopted index based frameworks, so as to provide a theoretically justified approach for effective exploration. Specifically, implicit user feedback patterns are learned and harnessed to form semantic indexes, while the -greedy algorithm is incorporated for discovering hidden relevant multimedia objects. • Two variants of the -greedy algorithms, EGSE-A and EGSE-B, are presented for exploration of hidden relevant objects. Analysis is performed to examine the worst case scenario where the evolution pattern of the most relevant objects start with unfavorable initial indexes. Closedform expressions are obtained with detailed performance evaluation, which guarantee the discovery of interested objects in finite time. • To validate and corroborate the effectiveness of exploration and exploitation, Monte-Carlo simulations and experiments on real data set are performed. The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 compares the present study and recent works. Preliminaries and problem formulation are given in Section 3. Section 4 analyzes the performance of the algorithms, followed by experimental evaluations in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the work.
II. RELATED WORKS
Relevance feedback in various forms [13] - [17] have been used to effect improvements in search performance [18] - [22] . Applying an evolutionary method for classifying images and building it into the search architecture is studied in [23] . Related search problems employing some form of evolutionary behavior are also proposed in [24] - [28] . Using click information for relevance feedback have been employed in [29] , and [30] . In [29] , it infers user image search goals from the users' response. While it makes use of click information similar to our present study, it also relies on image analysis by extracting the color, texture, and shape features to produce a feature vector for each image. Unlike our method, the systematic exploration of the search space is impractical due to its substantial computational overhead. An interesting crossview method of learning based primarily on click-through is employed for image search in [30] . Different from the present method, the training mechanism of cross-view learning is carried out by minimizing an objective function representing the distance between query and image mappings, while maintaining the relationships between the training examples in the original feature space. In comparison with our method, the approach there will incur substantial training and optimization overheads, which can become computationally expensive.
Combining search with learning mechanisms are increasingly recognized as useful and have been proposed in [31] - [35] . In [31] , the authors introduce a framework using feature selection, encoding, and learning, and apply these to retrieval and annotation. While the present study addresses the similar problems of multimedia retrieval and annotation (since indexing is a form of annotation), instead of using a purely machine-based learning approach, we exploit human expertise and use them as agents for exploration, so that the entire search space may be covered. The net result is that a precision rate close to 100% may be attained. Similarly, learning is applied to person identification and generalized to image retrieval in [32] . While that study makes use of CNN to obtain descriptors of pedestrians, our study learns directly from human inputs without requiring extensive training. In [33] , the problem of ranking is considered, and a re-ranking mechanism, called click-boosting multi-modality graph-based re-ranking, is proposed. That algorithm makes use of clicked images to locate similar images, and re-ranks them. Given a query, an optimization problem needs to be solved. The present study is different from this as algorithmically solving an optimization is not required, nor is ranking considered to be important in the search results. Whilst in [34] , a label preserving multimedia hashing learning framework is presented, which learns the associated codes by solving a series of integer programming problems. Unlike that study which makes use of hash functions for search identification, we tackle the problem directly from the intent of the human users and learn from their interaction with the presented results, which has been increasingly recognized as an important element in multimedia search [1] , [36] , [37] .
The value of information captured through human behavior has been recognized in [8] , [38] and [39] . In [8] , it aggregates relevance feedback from multiple users; while this study is useful in developing a versatile architecture, unlike the present study, it does not provide a mechanism to ensure that the search space is fully explored. In [38] it highlights the importance of humans in the search process, and acknowledges that image and video retrieval should place greater emphasis on the humans users. Our system thus further develops these approaches and provides a mechanism whereby the system learns from the humans in executing the searches.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In a search engine system, a query needs to be input by a user via the frontend interface, through which the interaction between the system and the user triggers the dynamic involvement of the system. In general, a specific query can be submitted multiple times by the same user or by different users, where the results returned are dynamically adjusted by the system to reflect both the interests of the users' as well as those of the system. There is a trade-off between the short-term gain obtained for the present query, and the longterm performance that will also benefit later queries. We shall employ the -greedy algorithm, widely used in reinforcement learning [12] , to introduce a balance between exploitation of current knowledge to find objects that are adequately relevant, and exploration of the search space to identify the objects that are most relevant. By sacrificing a certain amount of exploitation advantage and the dwelling on a local maximum, the exploration opens the possibility of the attainment of a global maximum.
Consider a given query Q input to a multimedia search engine. We would like to examine how the dynamics of a search engine affect the returning results of the specific query Q along with time. We assume that there are N multimedia objects in total in the search space. In response to the query Q, a results list consisting of M objects is returned by the system, which we shall call the M-list. We assume N >> M; i.e., a returned list is only a very small subset of the search space. We assume that the relevance of multimedia objects in the search space in relation to a given query Q is signified by a number in the continuous scale [0, 1], and for exploitation purposes, objects having a relevance value exceeding a given threshold h are included in the M-list, where typical values for h are 0.8 or 0.9. Objects that are considered to be not relevant to the query Q typically would have a relevance value well below h, and these objects will not be included in the M-list through exploitation.
In the -greedy method, a proportion of the M-list is used for exploration, while (1 − ) is used for exploitation. Here, we assume that the ordering of objects within the Mlist is not important; this is particularly true for image objects whereby users tend not to just go through the first few objects on the list, but also the remaining objects as well. Repeated presentations of the M-list in response to the query Q (possibly from different users) are denoted by the M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , ..., where M i signifies the ith M-list presented for the query Q. We let r = M, and K = (1 − )M, i.e, M = r + K, and we include r randomly chosen objects in the M-list, where each available object apart from the K objects from exploitation is chosen with equal probability.
We consider two variations of the -greedy exploration algorithm.
A Exploration with object re-selection. Each presentation of the M-list with the r random objects are done in such a way that when a given random object Z has been included in a previous M-list presentation, it can be re-selected for inclusion in a subsequent M-list presentation. B Exploration without object re-selection. Each presentation of the M-list with the r random objects are done in such a way that when a given random object Z has been included in a previous M-list presentation, it will be excluded for inclusion in a subsequent M-list presentation. The details of these are given respectively in algorithms EGSE-A, and EGSE-B ( -greedy algorithm for search exploration). Compared with EGSE-B, EGSE-A has a greater degree of fault-tolerance in that if a user inadvertently overlooks a highly relevant random object, it can still be discovered in a subsequent presentation. On the other hand, such duplication of effort will tend to slow down search space exploration. Consequently, EGSE-B has the advantage that the exploration can advance at a faster pace but supports less fault-tolerance since if the user somehow overlooks the most relevant object, it will remain hidden and never be discovered.
More precisely, let X be the multimedia object that is most relevant to the query Q, but the relevance value of X is currently well below the threshold value h. Under thegreedy algorithm, we seek to provide answers to the following questions:
• What is the probability that X can be first discovered on the kth presentation of the M-list? That is, we would like to find the probability
• What is the average time for X to be discovered (i.e. the average time for X to be included on an M-list for the first time)? That is, we wish to find k such that
In the next section, we shall derive solutions to these measures.
IV. PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS A. Performance Analysis of Algorithm EGSE-A
Consider -greedy Algorithm EGSE-A. The probability that X is included in a particular M-list is given by:
which is obtained as follows. The number of objects in the pool of objects from which the r random objects are selected is , since we are excluding X from the pool of selections, and then always including X in the resultant chosen r objects by selecting only (r − 1) remaining objects and reserving a place for X. This is then divided by the total number of possibilities N −M +r r in choosing any r objects from among the (N − M + r) objects. Letting β r,M be such that α r,M + β r,M = 1, then denoting by U r,M the random variable signifying the time to discover X (for the first time), we have
with corresponding probability generating function
The mean and variance of U r,M can thus be obtained by differentiation [40] :
Algorithm 1 EGSE-A: Search Space Exploration with Constant Probability
Require: epsilon E, length of result list M, query max counter C 1: Initialize terminating condition Δ ← False, 2: Initialize query counter Θ ← 0, 3: 5: while Δ == False do 6: Retrieve and parse new user query Q 7:
Present M -list := S 1 ∪ S 2 to user 10: Capture object click information from user 11: Increment the score of clicked objects 12: Θ ← Θ + 1 13: if Θ == C then 14:
Δ ← True
The probability that X is discovered in finite time can likewise be obtained directly from the probability generating function and is found to equal to one.
B. Performance Analysis of Algorithm EGSE-B
To analyze EGSE-B, we shall determine the probability of X being included in an M-list for the first time, bearing in mind that objects through exploration which have been presented in earlier M-lists are marked and excluded from further presentation. We denote by f r,M,k the following first passage probability
The above is obtained as follows. The first factor represents the probability of X / ∈ M 1 : the numerator is the number of combinations of all object choices from N −M +r -1 objects, excluding X, from which the system selects r objects; the denominator represents the unrestricted choice of N − M + r objects from which the system selects r; this factor represents the probability of not including X in the first M -list. The second factor represents the probability of X / ∈ M 2 : the numerator is the number of combinations all object choices from the now N − M − 1 objects, since the first r objects presented in M 1 , together with X are excluded, and from which we select r objects; the denominator represents the unrestricted choice of N − M objects from which the system selects r, where the first r objects has been excluded; this factor represents the probability of not including X in the second M -list. The third factor represents the probability of X ∈ M 3 : the numerator is the number of combinations all object choice from the now N − M − r − 1 objects, since the first 2r objects presented in M 1 and M 2 , together with X are excluded, and from which we select r − 1 objects, since a place is now reserved for X; the denominator represents the unrestricted choice of N − M − r objects from which the system selects r, where the first 2r objects have been excluded; this factor represents the probability of successfully including X in the third M -list for the first time. Using the above reasoning, we can establish a recurrence relation for f r,M,k :
where the second factor serves to remove the successful inclusion probability in f r,M,k , and then replace this success probability by a failure to include X probability, which is the third factor. The final factor gives the successful inclusion probability at the (k + 1)th presentation after k failed attempts to include X before. The solution to the above recurrence relation requires rather involved manipulations and is relegated to Appendix A, which also provides the derivation for the mean and variance of V r,M , the random variable signifying the time to discover X (for the first time) under EGSE-B,
Since EGSE-B explores the complete search space faster than that of EGSE-A, and since EGSE-A exhausts the search space in finite time with probability one, EGSE-B will also exhaust the search space in finite time with probability one.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS INTERPRETATION
In this section, we describe both the experimental work performed on real dataset and simulations to evaluate the effectiveness and performance of the above algorithms. While real dataset experiments stress on the worst case scenario analysis, simulations aim to verify the theoretical results on the average performance.
A. Real dataset Experiments
Dataset and Preprocessing. To build up a real dataset suitable for index-based multimedia search, we crawl both Google and Bing to retrieve multimedia objects under the same motif with descriptive information. With the crawled raw data, we form a musical theme based image dataset by carefully selecting relevant images along with their true labels. Specifically, each image falls into one of four categories: {"grand piano", "upright piano", "classical guitar", "harp"}, where each if |(S 1 ∪ S i ) | ≥ R then 10:
Present M -list := S 1 ∪ S 2 for query Q i to user 14:
15:
Capture object click information from user 16: Increment the score of clicked objects 17:
Δ ← True category takes up 25% of the whole dataset. Such images are associated together in many semantic contexts and often appear together in searches such as "Le quattro stagioni orchestra". To ensure the training quality and to deal with the significantly varied image sizes, all images are re-scaled to 512 × 512. Fig. 1 shows sample images of the final dataset. Experimental Details. To randomize the initialization of relevance index values (RIVs) for all possible semantic index terms, a Gaussian distribution is utilized. In order to study the effectiveness of exploration using the proposed -greedy algorithms, we are interested in the case whether a hidden object with unfavorable indexes can be successfully discovered. Therefore, we randomly select one object with the true label that will be included in the input query and artificially change its label to be a misleading one. To utilize the associated textual information, RIVs for images with the target true label are increased with a calibrated delta value within one standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. Min-max normalization is also adopted so that RIVs are normally distributed within
The distribution of initial RIVs are presented in Fig. 3 . The process starts by inputting a query containing one of the above four categorical labels. As shown in previous sections, returned lists are comprised of a greedy part for exploitation and an exploratory portion defined by . Each time when a Mlist is returned, evaluative information from users is provided to allow successful evolution of indexes. Here, we assume that users provide implicit feedback for the greedy part only if they find objects that are of interest, and explicit feedback would be directly given for evaluating objects from the exploratory portion. Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the evolution of the above process, where the input queries contain the keyword "grand piano". Fig. 4 shows that initially, RIVs for each category are nearly uniformly distributed, showing no bias towards any of them. To represent the user evaluations, we randomly choose zero to five objects in the greedy part representing the clicking behavior, either boosting their RIVs with a small delta value, if their true labels are "grand piano", or decreasing the RIVs otherwise as punishment. The same procedures apply to the explorative portion, except that all objects from this portion are evaluated explicitly. In particular, the parameters are set as N = 1000, M = 50, = 0.1. We are interested in the analysis of the performance of EGSE-A and EGSE-B under the worst case scenario, which can be measured by the number of queries required to discover the target hidden object X. By worst case scenario, it is meant that:
• X never appears in the greedy exploitation component of the M-list, • X requires the maximum number of queries to be discovered under exploration. With the above parameters, under EGSE-B, 200 queries are needed for X to be presented with probability one. In practice, X can be successfully discovered with less than 200 queries in most cases due to the relaxation of the above two conditions. To corroborate the claim, we choose several random seeds to run the experiments for EGSE-A and EGSE-B under the same set of parameters, and report the result for the one that requires most quries for EGSE-B. With the same random seed, EGSE-B runs 172 queries to discover the object X, whereas when object re-selection is permitted in EGSE-A, the number of query times increases to 223 to discover X. We see that X can still be discovered within a reasonable number of queries with EGSE-A. The increase can be regarded as the price paid for supporting greater fault-tolerance for the EGSE-A algorithm.
At the time when X is discovered, Fig. 5 shows the distribution of RIVs for each category. The fact that the overall value scale for "grand piano" is significantly higher than other categories suggests during the evolution process, the proposed EGSE-A and EGSE-B algorithms not only allow successful discovery of object X, but also successfully separate out the indexes of true interest from the irrelevant ones compared to the initial uniform pattern across different categories. Notably, the initially unrealistically high RIVs for irrelevant labels are flattened in the end, confirming the efficacious balance between exploration and exploitation.
Meanwhile, it is also interesting to find that the evolution of query precision for EGSE-A and EGSE-B manifests the same pattern, as shown in Fig. 6 . Generally, the precision for the index-based multimedia search climbs up from extremely low levels to much more precise values, ending in providing satisfactory search results. As EGSE-B typically discovers X much faster than EGSE-A, the time that the system spent on evolution starting from the initial state is not as long as that of EGSE-A. If we are only concerned with the discovery of X, the query precision would converge to around 82%. On the other hand, if longer time for learning and searching development is allowed, precision can reach 92%. The final M-list using EGSE-A is provided in Fig. 2 , where the hidden object is marked with a read label.
B. Monte-Carlo Simulations
Experimental Setup. To evaluate how EGSE-A and EGSE-B perform in environments with a large degree of stochastic influence, we adopt the Monte-Carlo method to efficiently generate samples for simulating the formation of query results. In particular, four different simulations that examine different aspects of the problem are presented:
• Case IV: Probability of discovering X with constraints. To ensure that the behavior is in accordance with the corresponding real-world scenario in the long run, each testing scenario is simulated with 5,000 trials for Cases I to III, and 1,000 trials for Case IV, where the the convergence behavior can be observed. Because of the presence of randomness, the discovery time of the interested object X can vary even with the same settings of parameters. Examining the expected discovery time can reveal the general effectiveness of the strategies. Meanwhile, is varied to check whether the strategy involved is able to converge effectively under various circumstances. During the experiments, we find that EGSE-A and EGSE-B with different values of exhibit somewhat similar patterns, hence for brevity we report only the results of EGSE-B. Meanwhile, time constraints are set to evaluate whether the discovery of X can be finished in finite time steps.
Results and Interpretations. The expected discovery time of EGSE-A and EGSE-B under the same parameter settings are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . Here, we let N = 10,000, M = 100 and = 0.1. The evolution of the expected discovery time is plotted against the number of trials. In the inception of both EGSE-A and EGSE-B, the expected discovery time fluctuates tremendously and the results can be seen to vary dramatically with the relatively small number of trials. With the number of trials increasing, the patterns of EGSE-A and EGSE-B gradually become steady and finally converge to the theoretical values of 991.0 (with relative error 0.036%), and 496.0 (with relative error 1.428%) respectively. These results suggest that when the same query is visited a sufficient number of times, both EGSE-A and EGSE-B are guaranteed to return the most relevant object in the search space regardless of the initial settings. With the same set of parameters, EGSE-B takes a much smaller discovery time to discover the most relevant object compared to EGSE-A. To see how the discovery time evolves with different values, Fig. 9 shows the expected discovery time of EGSE-B with values of 0.12 and 0.13. Again, fluctuations exist only in the early stage when the specific query is input for relatively few times. With the increasing number of trials, the expected discovery times are around 410.17 and 389.92 with relative errors of 0.804% and 0.655% respectively compared to the theoretical values of 413.5 and 381.77. The same evolution pattern holds true for EGSE-A as well. As a result, no matter which variant of the -greedy method is adopted, the value choice of would only affect how aggressive the exploration strategy is but has no impact on uncovering the most relevant object in the end.
In real-world multimedia search systems, it is often desirable to return the most satisfactory results within limited time and resources, so that users would deem it as effective. Therefore, it is of interest to know whether object X can be discovered within limited time steps. Specifically, we use the same settings as for Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , and set the maximum time step to be 750, 800 and 850 respectively for each query trial. The results are plotted in Fig. 10 , which shows that along with time, the probabilities of discovering object X under such time constraints are respectively 75.8%, 80.5% and 86.1%. It agrees with the intuition that tighter constraints result in smaller probability of discovering the desired object, as the unfavorable initial settings would always require longer time for the discovery. Nevertheless, even in systems where time resources is a significant concern, the modified -greedy algorithms can still lead to the promising discovery of the desired object. This in turn corroborates the effectiveness of EGSE-A and EGSE-B.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Multimedia data objects tend to possess rich and diverse attributes which make them difficult to be fully indexed. As a result, directly presenting to the user multimedia objects which seem relevant may not be optimal since the most relevant objects for given queries may escape notice and never be shown or retrieved. This will result in the landing in a local maximum, whereby suboptimal results are repeatedly shown and received an increase in relevance score, while the most relevant objects are never exposed and stand no chance of being clicked to receive an increase in relevance score. Consequently, to overcome this problem, the search space should be explored, while at the same time the competence of the search engine is not compromised.
This study makes use of the -greedy algorithms, which have been widely used in reinforcement learning situations, to guide the systematic exploration of the entire search space. By judiciously setting the value of in these algorithms, a good balance between exploitation and exploration may be achieved. We consider two variations of the -greedy algorithm, representing different emphasis placed on fault-tolerance and efficiency, and study their performance both theoretically and experimentally. We have shown that, through such exploration, the problem of local optima can be overcome, and the algorithms are able to guarantee that the most relevant multimedia objects to given queries can always be found. Closed-form expressions of the performance of these algorithms have been derived, which exhibit good agreements with experimental results. These results show that such exploration paradigm may be usefully incorporated into multimedia search systems to enable them to enhance the performance of multimedia information search, so as to achieve the certain discovery of relevant objects that may be otherwise undiscoverable.
